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Answer: B

QUESTION: 188
A new Connection Server has been added to the View environment. View
administrators and clients cannot connect to that new Connection Server. However,
connectivity to the pre-existing Connection Servers remains active. Which two
configurations should be verified to diagnose the problem? (Choose two.)

A. The View Connection Server services are running on the newly added Connection
Server.
B. The IP address for the new Connection Server has not changed on the server or
within DNS.
C. The Security Server associated with the Connection Server is running.
D. The vCenter Server system associated with the Connection Server is running.

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 189
A user attempts to connect to a desktop from outside of the corporate network through a
View 5.0 Security Server, but for several seconds sees only a black screen that is
followed by an error message from the View Client:
The connection to the remote computer ended.
What is the likely cause of this error?

A. The Security Server is not configured to accept PCoIP connection remotely.
B. The External URL for the VMware Security Server is set to an incorrect address.
C. The VPN connection was not established prior to the user connecting to the View
environment.
D. The External URL for the VMware Security Server is set using an incorrect port.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 190
Following a recent upgrade to the View environment to View 5.0, the option to set the
PCoIP External URL of the Security Server is not available from the View Manager
Interface. What is the likely cause of the problem?

A. The View Security Server was not upgraded to version 5.0.
B. The External URL should have been set during the installation of the View Security
Server.
C. The View Security Server service is not running on the View Connection Server.
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D. The External URL was not configured from the View Security Server Management
Interface.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 191
An administrator needs to re-install the VMware Security Server several months after
initial deployment, but the installation is failing. Which two are likely causes of the
problem? (Choose two.)

A. The ports 4001 and 8009 are not open in the firewall between the Security and
Connection Servers.
B. The Windows Firewall on both the View Connection Server and the View Security
Server is enabled.
C. The time allotted for the Pairing Password on the View Connection Server has
expired.
D. The password being entered does not conform to the complex security requirements
enforced by Active Directory.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 192
The Windows XP virtual machine with View Persona Management is not functioning
properly. When the users are logging off they do not always capture the latest changes
to their desktop environment. What configuration step was missed?

A. The Win7/Vista agent was not installed.
B. UPHClean was not installed in the image.
C. Windows XP was not upgraded to Service Pack 2.
D. The user does not have the proper rights on the network server.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 193
When users are logging into your non-persistent desktop pool they are seeing previous
users in C:\users\. What two processes could be implemented to remediate this? (Choose
two.)

A. Disable Cache Local Persona at logoff group policy.
B. Disable Store Local Persona in pool settings.
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C. Enable Remove Local Persona at Logoff group policy.
D. Enable Refresh Pool at Logoff in pool settings.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 194
View users are complaining of slow launch times for their ThinApp applications. Which
action will ensure that the users have the fastest login times as well as application
launches?

A. Enable the Files and Folders to preload group policy.
B. Enable the Folders to background download group policy.
C. Execute your ThinApp applications with fast cache enabled.
D. Verify the ThinApp repository is on SSD drives.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 195
A customer provides a list of requirements for the virtual desktop environment for
consideration during a pre-implementation discussion. Which three customer
requirements will be satisfied by the View Connection Server in its role as a connection
broker? (Choose three.)

A. User authentication
B. Desktop provisioning
C. Connection negotiation between the client and the virtual desktop
D. Desktop assignment, if available
E. USB redirection

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 196
A system administrator needs to provide a service pack update to a currently deployed
ThinApp package. Which ThinApp feature enables a deployed ThinApp package to
automatically contact an HTTP or UNC location for updates?

A. ThinApp AppLink
B. ThinApp Update Manager
C. ThinApp AppSync
D. ThinApp Sync Manager
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 197
A system administrator is deploying a legacy ThinApp package to production users
when the original install media for the legacy application disappears. Which ThinApp
feature will enable the system administrator to perform an update to an existing
ThinApp package, integrate the update with the original ThinApp project, and then
deploy the update across all users?

A. Side by Side update
B. SBmerge
C. ThinApp Merge
D. AppSync

Answer: B

QUESTION: 198
A View administrator has received a request for a new desktop pool for users who travel
frequently. The desktop pool has been configured for View local mode. Which two
View local mode policies can be enabled to control synchronization with the View
Transfer Server? (Choose two.)

A. Local Mode synchronization frequency
B. Disk synchronization frequency
C. User initiated check-ins
D. Target replication frequency

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 199
A security audit of the View environment has determined that View Administrator
sessions remain open indefinitely, which is flagged as a security vulnerability. Which
feature setting should be changed in View Administrator to address this issue?

A. Set the timeout to 0 seconds.
B. Clear the Enable Persistent Connection checkbox.
C. Set the timeout to 1200 seconds.
D. Clear the Enable Automatic Status Updates checkbox.
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 200
A university has implemented VMware View for classroom labs around the campus.
The View administrator needs to ensure that students only print to the printer located in
the lab. Each lab has a dedicated printer. Which View feature meets these requirements?

A. ThinPrint-based printing
B. Location-based printing
C. Central-based printing
D. Local-based printing

Answer: B

QUESTION: 201
Which three PCoIP optimizations can used to reduce bandwidth on both the LAN and
WAN? (Choose three.)

A. Lossless Codec
B. Session MTU size
C. Client side caching
D. Build to lossless GPO
E. Multi-media compression GPO

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 202
What are two reasons for implementing Persona Management? (Choose two.)

A. Deduplication of user settings
B. More efficient use of storage space
C. Move users from dedicated to floating desktops
D. Provide faster login times

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 203
Which three options are available for client certificate checking? (Choose three.)
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A. Disable certificate checking
B. Mandatory certificate checking
C. Prompt user to accept/ignore common certificate errors
D. Prompt user to override certificate checking
E. Strict certificate checking

Answer: A, B, C
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